Jar and Fern workshop options
The process of creating something planty can help to reduce stress,
re-connect with nature and act as a type of meditation. Doing this as a group
through our live workshop is a great way for your group to re-connect in a
casual way while focusing on making something beautiful to take home with them.
Workshop structure - The live workshops lasts 1-1.5 hours depending on the session choice.
It includes a talk on the history and science behind your workshop option, a demonstration
and a care talk at the end. We will be able to take questions throughout the workshop.
Guests will leave with their new creation and skills to make more in the future!
For groups of less than 15, there is an additional fee of £125 + VAT. Otherwise, everything is
included in the below prices.
We also offer hybrid workshops where we can combine in person sessions with kits sent out
to guests to join virtually from their homes. Please get in touch for pricing.

Terrarium options
●

●
●

‘Corked Jar’ vessels, Gorgeous
hand-blown jars made from
recycled glass, with dimensions of
27cm x 17cm.
1 hour
£50pp (exc VAT)

M: 07886477558

www.jarandfern.co.uk

team@jarandfern.co.uk

●

●
●

‘Bottle’ vessel. A smaller, ‘Bottle’ style jar
made from recycled glass with a cork lid.
Dimensions of 20cm x 10cm.
1 hour
£45pp (exc VAT)

● Demijohn Terrarium vessel, large
bottles used for wine and cider making,
dimensions 34 x 17cm.

M: 07886477558

●

1.5 hours

●

£60pp (exc VAT)

www.jarandfern.co.uk

team@jarandfern.co.uk

Kokedama workshop
●

●
●

'Kokedama' translates from the Japanese
words for moss ('koke') and ball ('dama') it is the art of freeing a plant from it's
container and planting it in a moss
covered soil/clay ball. Kit includes
equipment for 2 Kokedama – great for
getting kids to join!
1 hour
£40pp (exc VAT)

Hand tied bouquet
workshop
- Make your own hand tied bouquet
. Learn the art of spiralling, flower
preparation and care and wrapping your
seasonal bouquet. Guests will get a
mixture of seasonal flowers and foliage
with a focus on British grown.
1 hour
£50pp (exc. VAT).

M: 07886477558

www.jarandfern.co.uk

team@jarandfern.co.uk

Succulent Terrarium workshop
●

●

●
●

Our kit includes a variety of succulents for
you to choose from as well as a sand,
crushed shells and pebbles to decorate with
to make your own desert scene.
Pop these in a bright and sunny window
and let them flourish over Summer with
only occasional watering.
1 hour
£50pp (exc. VAT).

Festive wreath making workshop
● Learn how to make your own fresh moss
based seasonal wreath. Guests will receive a
range of seasonal foliage greenery and
decorations to create their own festive wreath or
Christmas centrepiece.

M: 07886477558

●

1 hour

●

£45pp (exc VAT)

www.jarandfern.co.uk

team@jarandfern.co.uk

